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Carnaby Street
 |  S E E  P 1 5 3  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Carnaby Street was the epicentre of Swinging London 
back in the 1960s. A colourful fusion of cultures and 
stylish individuals sought out inspiration and creativity 
here. Today Carnaby Street is a welcome escape from 
the relentless tra!c and crowds of Oxford Street and 
Regent Street, a block away.

Tate Modern
 |  S E E  P 5 5  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Tate Modern is a gallery that does what it says on the 
tin, even down to "nding its home in a former riverside 
power station – an icon of development and hallmark 
of modern times. Inside its prestigious doors, you’ll "nd 
an inspiring collection of contemporary artworks in 
unique galleries spread across multiple #oors.

Borough Market
 |  S E E  P 3 6  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Borough Market is rich with history and today it remains 
as signi"cant as it has ever been. As London’s oldest 
food market, it has been serving London for 1,000 
years. Traders have built their reputations on seeking 
out artisan producers and bringing the highest calibre 
produce to Borough.

Primrose Hil l
 |  S E E  P 3 0  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

With such a pretty name, Primrose Hill doesn’t 
disappoint on the aesthetics. Far-reaching views of 
London make this little green hamlet a preferred picnic 
and kite-#ying spot for locals and tourists alike.
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Richmond Hil l
 |  S E E  P 1 0 3  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Richmond Hill o$ers some of the most idyllic panoramic 
views over London. With Petersham Meadows and the 
River Thames meandering below, the hill begins in the 
town and elevates to a point within Richmond Park.

The Saatchi Gallery
 |  S E E  P 9 5  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Situated just o$ the buzzing King’s Road in Chelsea, 
the Saatchi Gallery has presented contemporary art 
exhibitions showcasing the work of emerging artists 
since 1985 and is now a globally recognised authority 
in contemporary art.

Wimbledon Vil lage
 |  S E E  P 8 8  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Located next to the famous Wimbledon Common 
and close to the home of the world-famous tennis 
championships, Wimbledon Village feels like a 
countryside location thanks to its leafy surrounds, chi-
chi boutique stores, period buildings, #ower shops and 
a vibrant café culture.

Ber mondsey
 |  S E E  P 2 3 3  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Known for its revamped brick-fronted warehouse 
buildings, food and art scenes, Bermondsey epitomises 
the urban good life for the modern Londoner. Colourful 
independent shop fronts mix in well with the cobbled 
streets and the industrial railings of converted 
warehouse #ats.
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Helix at The Gherkin
 |  S E E  P 2 1  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Helix o$ers sky-high dining at the top of the iconic 
Gherkin tower. With panoramic views over the 
twinkling city below, this is an elevated restaurant 
o$ering striking views of London from its vertiginous 
glass surrounds.

St Pancras Brasserie
 |  S E E  P 1 2 2  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

St Pancras Brasserie by Searcys transports you back 
to the Golden Age of travel, with old station clocks 
on the walls and leather booths lit by vintage-inspired 
lighting. Watch the trains coming and going from Paris 
underneath the impressive architectural structure of 
Kings Cross St.Pancras International Station.

Coal Drops Yard
 |  S E E  P 1 2 0  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Amid the cool of King’s Cross, you’ll "nd Coal Drops 
Yard, where Victorian viaducts have become one of the 
trendiest spots to shop in the capital city. But there’s 
more to this place than meets the eye, with a thriving 
live music scene.

Kew Gardens
 |  S E E  P 1 0 6  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Royal Botanic Gardens Kew, known simply as Kew 
Gardens, boasts over 50,000 plant varieties and is a 
Unesco World Heritage Site. Experience the rainforest 
in one of the beautiful temperate houses, admire 
the views from the Great Pagoda or explore the tree 
canopy on the tree-top walk.
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Circolo Popolare
 |  S E E  P 1 6 2  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Circolo Popolare is an atmospheric Sicilian trattoria 
in the heart of London’s lively Fitzrovia district. This is 
an Instagram favourite thanks to its dazzling, colourful 
interior with plants and #owers cascading down from 
the ceiling, entwined with twinkling lights.

Randall  & Aubin
 |  S E E  P 1 5 1  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Randall & Aubin opened on Brewer Street in the heart of 
Soho in 1996 and it has been somewhat of an institution 
ever since. Champagne sparkles under the glitter 
ball and glass chandeliers, and a lively soundtrack of 
eclectic music adds to the e$ervescent atmosphere.

Alexandra Palace
 |  S E E  P 1 2 4  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Alexandra Palace is known around the world as the 
birthplace of television. It was chosen primarily for its 
height, being 306 feet above sea level. It was never 
owned by the BBC, but in 1935 the Corporation leased 
the eastern part of the building from which the "rst 
public television transmissions were made.

Portobel lo Road
 |  S E E  P 1 3 9  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Based in the heart of Notting Hill, Portobello Road 
claims to be the world’s largest antiques market with 
over 1,000 dealers selling every kind of antique and 
collectable. Visitors come from all over the globe to 
discover unique gems to take home with them.
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The Serpentine
 |  S E E  P 1 74  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

If Hyde Park was a movie, then the Serpentine would 
take the starring role. Visitors #ock from far and wide 
to walk its perimeter, row or even swim its waters in this 
Central London open-air hotspot. For those who prefer 
to enjoy alfresco entertainments at a gentler pace, 
there are boat trips and waterside restaurants.

Regent’s  Canal
 |  S E E  P 1 1 8  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Stretching from Paddington through Little Venice all 
the way to Docklands, Regents Canal, once a cargo 
waterway, has a far more leisurely pace today. Navigate 
through tree-lined canals to the vibrant and eclectic 
Camden Lock area, admiring London Zoo as you pass 
the gira$e enclosure.

Marylebone
 |  S E E  P 1 7 1  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Marylebone is an ode to Georgian architecture. This 
is typi"ed by the famous mansion which houses The 
Wallace Collection, and also Marylebone High Street 
with its chic boutiques and restaurants.

Daunt Books
 |  S E E  P 1 7 0  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Set in the heart of Marylebone on its high street, Daunt 
Books is housed in an original Edwardian building. 
Daunt, "rst known for its focus on travel books, stocks 
a wide range of "ction and non-"ction titles.
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Columbia Road
 |  S E E  P 2 1 1  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Best known for its Flower Market, Columbia Road is a 
treasure trove of colour, scent and independent shops. 
The heady perfume of #owers, plants and foliage "lls 
the air on Sundays, which is the market day. Stop o$ 
for a co$ee, stock up on goodies in a deli or hunt out a 
bargain in one of the antique shops.

Spital f ie lds Market
 |  S E E  P 2 0 3  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Spital"elds Market is East London’s most historic 
traders’ market showcasing some of London’s most 
cutting-edge fashion and original artwork alongside 
artisan food and distinctive interior designs. A melting 
pot between the city’s wealth and the charming 
character of the East End.

Hammersmith
 |  S E E  P 1 8 0  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Hammersmith is most famous for its Lyric Theatre, 
Apollo entertainment venue and the iconic 
Hammersmith Bridge which crosses the River Thames. 
The bridge links Hammersmith to Barnes and the walks 
on the river paths nearby o$er scenic views over this 
busy part of the river.

Neal’s  Yard Dairy
 |  S E E  P 4 8  |  E D I TO R ’ S  P I C K

Founded in Covent Garden in 1979 by Randolph 
Hodgson, Neal’s Yard Dairy is an artisanal cheese 
retailer o$ering some of the best cheeses produced 
in the UK and Ireland. The store is set within an old 
warehouse in Borough Market and exudes ambience.





Farringdon
101 Turnmill St, Farringdon, EC1M 5QP

7N\MV�W^MZTWWSML��\PQ[�VWWS�WN �4WVLWV�VM[\TML�JM\_MMV�*IZJQKIV�IVL�;\�8I]T¼[�PI[�I�TW\�\W�WٺMZ�NZWU�
unusual history to excellent bars and restaurants. Regarded as the grown-up version of  Shoreditch, this 
Q[�I�XWX]TIZ�XTIKM�\W�TQ^M�IVL�_WZS��+WV^MZ\ML�JZQKS�NZWV\ML�_IZMPW][M[�OQ^M�Wٺ�I�KWV\MUXWZIZa�^QJM�
in this historic part of  London.

6IUML�IN\MZ�I�NMZV�KW^MZML�PQTT��.IZZQVOLWV�Q[�[\QTT�I�XIZ\�WN �4WVLWV¼[�ÅVIVKQIT�KMV\ZM�J]\�UWZM�TQSM�Q\[�
PQX�KW][QV�IVL�NIUML�UW[\Ta�NWZ�;UQ\PÅMTL�5MI\�5IZSM\�IVL�_WZTL�KTI[[�VQOP\KT]J�.IJZQK�

p14

1



The Quality Chop House
88 Farringdon Rd, Farringdon, EC1R 3EA

Built in 1869, The Quality Chop House re-opened in 2012. The Grade-II listed Victorian decor sets 
the scene of  the interior and contrasts with the modern approach to innovative cooking, with a focus 
WV�\PM�ÅVM[\�KIZVQ^WZW][�QVOZMLQMV\[�\PM�*ZQ\Q[P�1[TM[�XZW^QLM[��<PM�,QVQVO�:WWU�WٺMZ[�TIZOMZ�JWW\P[�
for bigger groups and the smaller Bar Room features more intimate tables.

<PM�,QVQVO�:WWU�WٺMZ[� TIZOMZ�JWW\P[� NWZ�JQOOMZ�OZW]X[�IVL� \PM� [UITTMZ�*IZ�:WWU� NMI\]ZM[�UWZM�
intimate tables.

p15

2



Exmouth Market
Exmouth Market, Farringdon, EC1R 4QL

Exmouth Market is a regenerated, pedestrianised street with an impressive array of  delicious food 
[QV[\I[��8W[Q\QWVML�_Q\PQV�_ITSQVO�LQ[\IVKM�WN �.IZZQVOLWV�IVL�+TMZSMV_MTT��KZMI\Q^M[�IVL�WٻKM�_WZSMZ[�
OI\PMZ�PMZM�NWZ�TWVO�T]VKPM[�I_Ia�NZWU�\PM�WٻKM�

There is also a weekday market dedicated to innovative street vendors who bring global cuisine to 
4WVLWV¼[�NWWLQM[��<PQ[�J][\TQVO�P]J�Q[�WVTa�MVPIVKML�Ja�\PM�\ZMVLa�KINu[��KWٺMM�[PWX[��X]J[�IVL�W]\[QLM�
eateries that line the colourful street and give the area an almost continental ambience.

p16

3



The Exmouth Arms
23 Exmouth Market, Farringdon, EC1R 4QL

The Exmouth Arms is an imposing Victorian pub with a tiled green facade surrounded by the trendy 
independent stores of  Exmouth Market. The pub has an atmospheric interior with its dark leather 
banquettes, brick walls, stained glass and oxblood red highlights.

This is a traditional boozer with a focus on craft beers. Tables outside are often packed with people 
soaking up the buzz of  the market. This is a place to stop for a drink, however, on Fridays and Saturdays, 
_PMV�\PM�UIZSM\�Q[�QV�N]TT�[_QVO��[IUXTM�\PM�[]ZZW]VLQVO�NWWL�[QV[\I[��WٺMZQVO�LMTQKQW][�XZWL]KM�

p17

4



Turner & George
399 St John St, Clerkenwell, EC1V 4LD

Finding a butcher written about in guide books is a bit of  a rarity, but pay one visit to Turner & George 
and you’ll understand why. Fuelled by a foodie passion and founded on quality steaks, two forward-
\PQVSQVO�KIZVQ^WZM[�KZMI\ML�<]ZVMZ���/MWZOM��_PMZM�UMI\�Q[�LZa�IOML�NWZ�[]XMZQWZ�ÆI^W]Z�

-^MZa� K]\� KIV� JM� \ZIKML� JIKS� \W� \PM� NIZU� IVL� ZIZM� JZMML[� ÅVL� \PMQZ� XTIKM� IUWVO� \PM� PW][MPWTL�
favourites.

p18

5



The Barbican Conservatory
Silk St, London, EC2Y 8DS

Don’t be fooled by its urban facade because inside its industrial-style walls, The Barbican is home to the 
second largest conservatory in London. Giant palm trees and banana trees that reach up to the glass 
roof  and a labyrinth of  walkways draped in lush foliage and tropical vines create a delightful contrast 
against its light-coloured exterior.

<PM�KWV[MZ^I\WZa�_ZIX[�IZW]VL�\PM�Æa�\W_MZ�WN �\PM�*IZJQKIV�<PMI\ZM�IVL�PW][M[�IXXZW`QUI\MTa�������
[XMKQM[�WN �\ZMM[�IVL�XTIV\[�NZWU�IZW]VL�\PM�_WZTL��AW]¼TT�IT[W�ÅVL�\PZMM�KWTL�_I\MZ�XWWT[�PMZM�_PMZM�
koi, roach and Japanese and American grass carp live.

p19
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The Gherkin
30 St Mary Axe, EC3A 8BF

A bold piece of  architectural punctuation for the London skyline, The Gherkin holds its own amid the 
city’s skyscrapers with its distinctive shape and dramatic glazing. The building combines the best of  
_WZS�IVL�XTIa��_Q\P�JW\P�WٻKM�[XIKM�IVL�I�ZIVOM�WN �_WZTL�KTI[[�ZM[\I]ZIV\[�

,QVM�QV�\PM�[Sa�I\�0MTQ`�Ja�;MIZKa[�WZ�RWQV�\PM�PQOP�ÆaMZ[�IVL�MVRWa�LZQVS[�I\�\PM�1ZQ[�*IZ��<PQ[�4WVLWV�
landmark is easily reached on the tube.

p20
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Helix at The Gherkin
30 St Mary Axe, EC3A 8BF

0MTQ`� WٺMZ[� [Sa�PQOP� LQVQVO� I\� \PM� \WX� WN � \PM� QKWVQK�/PMZSQV� \W_MZ��?Q\P� XIVWZIUQK� ^QM_[� W^MZ� I�
\_QVSTQVO�KQ\a�JMTW_��\PQ[�Q[�IV�MTM^I\ML�ZM[\I]ZIV\�WٺMZQVO�[\ZQSQVO�^QM_[�WN �4WVLWV�NZWU�Q\[�^MZ\QOQVW][�
glass surrounds.

Whether you fancy a special afternoon champagne tea or atmospheric dinner, the ambience and 
breathtaking views are rather magical. The menu focuses on modern British dishes and seasonal 
produce.

p21
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Aldgate Square
Aldgate High Street, EC3N 1AF

Replacing a busy road junction as part of  a regeneration and landscaping project, Aldgate Square is 
now one of  the largest public spaces in the City of  London and is home to the new Portsoken Pavilion. 
The Pavilion provides a relaxing space for events and leisure and includes the social enterprise café, 
Kahaila.

The square has a raised grass bed where visitors often sit and enjoy this pristine pocket park with a 
picnic or take-away lunch.

p22

9



Tower Bridge Beach
St Katharine’s & Wapping, EC3N 4DT

Originally built to provide a seaside holiday experience for working-class Londoners who could not 
IٺWZL�\W�OW�\W�\PM�[MI[QLM��\PM�<W_MZ�.WZM[PWZM�Ja�<W_MZ�*ZQLOM�XZW^ML�\W�JM�I�OZMI\�[]KKM[[�_PMV�Q\�
_I[�ÅZ[\�WXMVML�\W�\PM�X]JTQK�QV��!����:W]OPTa�������\WV[�WN �[IVL�_MZM�TIQL�\W�KZMI\M�4WVLWV¼[�^MZa�
W_V�[MI[QLM��I\\ZIK\QVO�UWZM�\PIV�PITN �I�UQTTQWV�^Q[Q\WZ[�_Q\PQV�\PM�ÅZ[\�NM_�aMIZ[�WN �Q\[�KZMI\QWV�

However, as tastes changed and other opportunities arose, the Foreshore’s attraction faded. Now, this 
once golden shoreline exists more as a historical artefact than a place to bring a bucket and spade.

p23
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St Dunstan in the East
St Dunstan’s Hill, Billingsgate, EC3R 5DD

St Dunstan in the East is reminiscent of  a scene from an enchanting fairy tale. These are the remains of  
a 900-year-old Saxon church. After being badly damaged in the Great Fire of  London, Sir Christopher 
?ZMV�J]QT\�\PM�KP]ZKP�I�VM_�\W_MZ�IVL�[\MMXTM��WVTa�NWZ�Q\�\W�JM�JWUJML�L]ZQVO�\PM�_IZ�QV��!���

Tranquil public gardens weave in and out of  the serene church remains, which are surrounded by trees 
IVL�LZIXML�_Q\P�KI[KILQVO�ÆW_MZ[�IVL�KZMMXQVO�^QVM[��<PM�OIZLMV[�KWV\ZI[\�_Q\P�\PM�KWV\MUXWZIZa�
steel structures of  the city and make St Dunstan in the East an even more peaceful oasis.

p24
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Leadenhall Market
Gracechurch St, EC3V 1LT

Setting the standard among London marketplaces is Leadenhall Market. It is housed in an elegantly 
glazed building with domed walkways, detailed cornices and lantern lighting on Gracechurch Street. 
This was originally a meat, game and poultry market.

This historic space brings together both heritage brands and professions, from high-end garment stores 
\W�P]UJTM�[PWM�[PQVM�[QV[\I[���I�XZW]L�M^WT]\QWV�NZWU�Q\[�JMOQVVQVO[�QV������\W�Q\[�XZM[MV\�LIa�

p25
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Fortnum & Mason Bar
The Courtyard, The Royal Exchange, EC3V 3LR

Smart lighting accents the bottle green bar and glistening gold signage around the wine bar at Fortnum 
and Mason. With timber-clad walls, the aesthetic dances along the tightrope of  the traditional and the 
now.

The result is an appealingly sophisticated space in which to pull up a seat and pour a glass. But it’s not 
pure indulgence – the experience is practical too, as you can sample bottles before you buy.

p26
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St Paul’s Cathedral
St. Paul’s Churchyard, EC4M 8AD

;\�8I]T¼[�+I\PMLZIT�PI[�[M\�\PM�[\IOM�NWZ�UIVa�[QOVQÅKIV\�UWUMV\[�QV�4WVLWV¼[��IVL�QVLMML�*ZQ\IQV¼[��
history. It hosted the wedding of  HRH Prince Charles and Diana and serves as a religious centre for 
the capital city.

8ZQUIZQTa�I�XTIKM�WN �_WZ[PQX�� \PM�KI\PMLZIT�IT[W�WٺMZ[�I�_IZU�_MTKWUM�\W�^Q[Q\WZ[��_Q\P�[QOP\[MMQVO�
\W]Z[�IVL�IN\MZ�PW]Z[�WXMVQVO�ITTW_QVO�aW]�\W�M`XMZQMVKM�\PM�]VQY]M�I\UW[XPMZM�IVL�[M\\QVO�ÅZ[\�PIVL�

p27
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The Walbrook Club
37A Walbrook, EC4N 8BS

Join London’s elite crowd with a visit to The Walbrook Club, a private members’ club exclusively for 
company directors. Behind the smart front door of  the townhouse, the dining rooms within play host 
to dinner parties and brunches, guest speakers and forums.

You may not get past the front door, but the charming symmetry of  the red brick building makes it 
worth a visit.

p28
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Camden Town
Camden High St, NW1 0NE

Situated just north of  central London, Camden Town is an eclectic mix of  music venues, world-famous 
markets, international street food sinstas and iconic urban artworks. Camden’s characteristic grittiness 
and thriving music scene are reminders of  Britain’s counter-culture movement of  the 1960s and 70s, 
with iconic venues, such as the Roundhouse, still in operation today.

p29
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Primrose Hill
Primrose Hill Road, NW1 4NR

With such a pretty name, Primrose Hill doesn’t disappoint on the aesthetics. Far-reaching views of  
4WVLWV�UISM�\PQ[�TQ\\TM�OZMMV�PIUTM\�I�XZMNMZZML�XQKVQK�IVL�SQ\M�ÆaQVO�[XW\�NWZ�TWKIT[�IVL�\W]ZQ[\[�ITQSM�

Attractive gastropubs and cafés, along with an abundance of  independent shops, make it an enticing 
spot to visit and even to call home, if  you’re a celebrity.

p30
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Regent’s Park
York Bridge, Inner Cir, NW1 4NU

:MOMV\¼[�8IZS�Q[�VIUML�IN\MZ�\PM�8ZQVKM�:MOMV\��_PW�TI\MZ�JMKIUM�3QVO�/MWZOM�1>�������� �����<PM�
XIZS�KW^MZ[��!��IKZM[�IVL�WٺMZ[�I�_QLM�^IZQM\a�WN �IUMVQ\QM[��I�ZM[XMK\ML�WXMV�IQZ�\PMI\ZM��4WVLWV�BWW��
beautiful gardens and a boating lake.

8ZQUZW[M�0QTT�Q[�[MXIZI\ML�NZWU�:MOMV\¼[�8IZS�Ja�8ZQVKM�)TJMZ\�:WIL�IVL�\PM�B;4�4WVLWV�BWW�IVL�Q\�
provides spectacular views across London from the top of  the grassy hill. Many cafés and restaurants 
[KI\\MZ�\PM�XIZS�IVL�XZW^QLM�[KMVQK�TWKI\QWV[�\W�ZM[\��MVRWa�\PM�\ZIVY]QTQ\a�WZ�ÅVL�ZMNZM[PUMV\[�IN\MZ�I�
yoga session or workout.

p31
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The Sherlock Holmes Museum
221b Baker St, Marylebone, NW1 6XE

In the stories written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the world-famous consulting detective Sherlock 
0WTUM[�TQ^ML�I\����J�*ISMZ�;\ZMM\�JM\_MMV��  ���!����5Z�0WTUM[�[PIZML�PQ[�ZWWU[�_Q\P�PQ[� TWaIT�
friend and colleague Dr Watson. The house is full of  Victorian furniture and curiosities belonging to 
Sherlock.

A London policeman greets you at the door of  Sherlock Holmes’ splendid four-storey Georgian 
\W_VPW][M�LI\QVO�JIKS� \W�� ����<PM�J]QTLQVO� Q[�VW_� TQ[\ML� \W�XZW\MK\� Q\[� IZKPQ\MK\]ZIT� IVL� K]T\]ZIT�
heritage and features a blue plaque to commemorate the period of  Holmes’ residency.

p32
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The St. Pancras Renaissance
Euston Rd, Kings Cross, NW1 2AR

A stone’s throw from London’s most famous station, the St Pancras Renaissance packs a punch inside 
and out. Experienced from the street, the hotel is a towering masterpiece of  red brick and arched 
windows, and it only gets better when you head inside.

Ornate balustrades, decadent columns and stone carvings cosy up to striking wallpapers and sumptuous 
soft furnishings, making for an experience that is grounded in history with a luxurious accent.

p33

20



Camden Locks
Camden Lock Pl, NW1 8AF

Sitting beside Regent’s Canal, Camden Lock has evolved from a small pop-up market, containing only 
16 craft workshops, into the epicentre of  London’s artisan trading scene, attracting over 10 million 
^Q[Q\WZ[�IVV]ITTa��+IULMV�4WKS¼[�[MZQM[�WN �QV\MZKWVVMK\ML�UIZSM\[�IZM�WXMV���LIa[�I�_MMS������LIa[�I�
year, early until late.

And while it is certainly quieter to visit on a weekday, it is worth noting that not all sinstas will be open. 
<PM�IZMI¼[�TWVO��U]T\Q�M\PVQK�IVL�U]T\QK]T\]ZIT�PQ[\WZa�Q[�ZMÆMK\ML�QV�\PM�_IZM[��LZQVS[�IVL�K]Q[QVM[�WV�
WٺMZ�NZWU�ITT�IZW]VL�\PM�OTWJM�

p34
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Camden Market
Camden Town, NW1 8AF

+IULMV�5IZSM\� WXMVML� QV� �!��� IVL� [\IZ\ML� Wٺ� I[� I� \MUXWZIZa� [UITT� IZ\[� IVL� KZIN\[� NIQZ� QV� \PM�
backyard of  Dingwalls. Its popularity grew fast and is now the largest market in London, with a diverse 
community of  creative sellers, street food traders and independent stores next to the Regent’s Canal. 
Gin was Camden’s biggest export. However, the 1970s saw the end of  Camden’s industrial heritage 
and the start of  the Market.

Legendary gigs at Dingwalls and the Roundhouse from the 1960s onwards brought rock and punk 
to London. These were venues beloved by iconic music stars from The Clash and The Sex Pistols to 
Blondie.

p35
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The Magazine Restaurant
Carriage Drive, W2 2AR

;M\�_Q\PQV�\PM�UWLMZV�IZKPQ\MK\]ZIT�TIVLUIZS�WN �BIPI�0ILQL¼[�ZMVW_VML�»5IOIbQVM¼�M`\MV[QWV�\W�\PM�
Serpentine Gallery, The Magazine Restaurant has a stylish and contemporary aesthetic in the heart 
WN �0aLM�8IZS��<PM�LZIUI\QK�[\Z]K\]ZM�PI[�IV�QV\MZQWZ�ÅTTML�_Q\P�VI\]ZIT�TQOP\�IVL�[][\IQVIJQTQ\a�IVL�
seasonality are the focus of  the kitchen, with Slovakian-born Chef  Tomas Kolkus at the helm.

Working alongside Cooking Sections Climavore Project, food is utilised to follow the new seasonalities 
resulting from the climate emergency. The Magazine’s thought-provoking cooking, combined with 
BIPI�0ILQL¼[�QV[XQZI\QWVIT�IZKPQ\MK\]ZM��KZMI\M[�IV�W^MZITT�LQ[\QVK\Q^M�IVL�QVVW^I\Q^M�LQVQVO�M`XMZQMVKM�
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Borough Market
8 Southwark Street, SE1 1TL

*WZW]OP�5IZSM\�Q[�ZQKP�_Q\P�PQ[\WZa�IVL�\WLIa�Q\�ZMUIQV[�I[�[QOVQÅKIV\�I[�Q\�PI[�M^MZ�JMMV��)[�4WVLWV¼[�
oldest food market, it has been serving London for 1,000 years. Traders have built their reputations on 
seeking out artisan producers and bringing the highest calibre produce to Borough.

Borough Market is an immersion of  colour, scent and vibrant human engagement. From the bakers to 
\PM�Å[PMZUMV��\PMZM�Q[�I�XI[[QWV�NWZ�K]TQVIZa�M`KMTTMVKM�_Q\P�I�NWK][�WV�\PM�;TW_�.WWL�UW^MUMV\#�I�TW_�
impact approach to food production, emphasising local traditions and customs.
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Casa Do Frango
32 Southwark Street, SE1 1TU

Casa do Frango brings Algarvian cuisine to London Bridge. Dishes specialise in Piri Piri chicken cooked 
W^MZ�_WWL�KPIZKWIT��[MZ^ML�_Q\P�KIZMN]TTa�[MTMK\ML�8WZ\]O]M[M�_QVM���?Q\P�MVWZUW][�_QVLW_[�ÆWWLQVO�
the restaurant with natural light, it has an almost alfresco vibe by day.

Close to Borough Market and in a 19th-century industrial warehouse, the rustic interior features 
[\ZQXXML�ÆWWZ[��M`XW[ML�JZQKS�_ITT[��PQOP�^I]T\ML�KMQTQVO[��IV�I\ZQ]U�IVL�^QJZIV\�OZMMV�XTIV\[�\W�KZMI\M�
I� \ZIVY]QT� IUJQMVKM��*a�VQOP\�� \PM� ZM[\I]ZIV\¼[� KWKS\IQT� JIZ� WٺMZ[� I�UWZM� QV\QUI\M� IٺIQZ�_Q\P� KW[a�
candlelit tables.
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Hay’s Galleria
1 Battle Bridge Ln, London SE1 2HD

0Ia¼[�?PIZN�� J]QT\� QV� \PM� � ��[� JMKIUM� SVW_V� I[� \PM� ¹4IZLMZ� WN � 4WVLWVº� \ISQVO� [PQX� LMTQ^MZQM[�
WN �[XQKM[��\MI�IVL�KWٺMM�NZWU�ITT�W^MZ�\PM�_WZTL��<WLIa��[PWX[��KINu[��ZM[\I]ZIV\[�IVL�,I^QL�3MUX¼[�
UIOVQÅKMV\� SQVM\QK� [K]TX\]ZM� IZM� PW][ML� ]VLMZ� \PM� QUXZM[[Q^M� ^I]T\ML� ZWWN � I\� \PM� [\ZQSQVO� 0Ia¼[�
Galleria.

<PQ[�JMI]\QN]TTa�KWV^MZ\ML�_PIZN �Q[�I�UIOVQÅKMV\�IZKPQ\MK\]ZIT�[\I\MUMV\�IVL�I_M�QV[XQZQVO�[\Z]K\]ZM��
7XMVQVO�W]\�WV\W�\PM�:Q^MZ�<PIUM[��\PQ[�WٺMZ[�I�XMZNMK\�[XW\�NWZ�T]VKP�_PQT[\�M`XTWZQVO�\PQ[�PQ[\WZQK�
area.
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Butlers & Colonial Wharf
11 Shad Thames, SE1 2PX

Butler’s Wharf, built along the River Thames in the early 1870s as a shipping wharf, was not only 
where goods imported via the Port of  London were unloaded, it also contained one of  the largest tea 
warehouses in the world.

A century later, when the docks shifted eastwards and the area around Butler’s Wharf  declined, the 
+WVZIV�:WKPM�OZW]X�LM^MTWXML�\PM�QVL][\ZQIT�KWUXTM`�QV\W�T]`]Za�ÆI\[��_Q\P�IKKWUXIVaQVO�ZM[\I]ZIV\[�
IVL�[PWX[�WV�\PM�OZW]VL�ÆWWZ��<PMZM�IZM�XZWRMK\[�K]ZZMV\Ta�]VLMZ_Ia�\W�ZM^Q\ITQ[M�IVL�ZMQUIOQVM�\PM�
entire Butler’s Wharf  shoreline with innovative public leisure spaces.
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Shad Thames
Shad Thames, SE1 2YE

Shad Thames is a historic cobbled street running through Butler’s Wharf  from Tower Bridge to St 
Saviour’s Dock.

<PQ[�Q[�\PM�TIZOM[\�KWUXTM`�WN �_IZMPW][M[�IVL�UQTT[�WV�\PM�:Q^MZ�<PIUM[�_PMZM�\MI��KWٺMM��[XQKM[�IVL�
dried fruit were once stored. Many of  the original 19th-century features, including the iron bridges and 
overhead goods gantries, still exist.
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Potters Fields Park
165 Tower Bridge Road, SE1 3LW

Potters Fields Park is a unique, green open space by the Thames overlooked by the impressive and 
QUXW[QVO�<W_MZ�*ZQLOM��?Q\P�[XIKQW][�TI_V[��T][P�\ZMM[��Y]QM\�_ITS_Ia[�IVL�KWTW]ZN]T�OIZLMV[��Q\�WٺMZ[�
a tranquil space by the river.

Whether you want spectacular views, somewhere to relax or picnic with friends, or a lively event, Potters 
Fields is the perfect spot. St. John’s Churchyard, a few minutes’ walk away, is a quieter community park 
with a children’s play area, peaceful grassy spaces and newly planted wildlife and wetlands beds.
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The Giddy Grocer
80 Bermondsey St, SE1 3UD

Giddy Grocer is a distinctive grocery store on Bermondsey Street with an emphasis on sourcing 
primarily from artisan British producers and championing newcomers with a sustainable approach to 
NWWL�XZWL]K\QWV��<PM�QV\MZQWZ�WN �\PQ[�[\aTQ[P�[\WZM�PI[�I�VW[\ITOQK�[MV[QJQTQ\a#�Q\[�[PMT^M[�W^MZ[XQTTQVO�_Q\P�
vibrant and delicious produce.

Passionate about good food and independent shops, the founders Christine Hall and Simon Lyons 
created the Giddy Grocer to serve the community of  Bermondsey whilst making grocery food and 
drink shopping an enticing and friendly experience.
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The Garrison
99 Bermondsey St, Bermondsey, SE1 3XB

The Garrison is a Bermondsey favourite, renowned for its neighbourhood vibe and delicious food. The 
UMV]� NWK][M[� WV� NZM[P�*ZQ\Q[P� XZWL]KM�� PQOPTQOP\QVO� \PM� JM[\� [MI[WVIT� WٺMZQVO� NZWU�XZMLWUQVIV\Ta�
*ZQ\Q[P�NIZU[�IVL�Å[PMZUMV�

The interior is pared back with wooden tables, mismatched chairs and lots of  natural light, whilst 
reclaimed furniture and vintage lampshades add to the laid-back ambience.
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The London Eye
Riverside Building, County Hall, Westminster Bridge Road, SE1 7PB

The London Eye, also known as the Millennium Wheel is a dramatic, rotating observation wheel 
located on the South Bank of  the River Thames. This is now an iconic London landmark and a hugely 
XWX]TIZ�\W]ZQ[\�LM[\QVI\QWV��WٺMZQVO�UM[UMZQK�IMZQIT�^QM_[�W^MZ�4WVLWV�

;\IVLQVO� I\� ���� N\� PQOP�� aW]� KIV� [XW\�UIVa�WN �4WVLWV¼[� TIVLUIZS[� NZWU�*QO�*MV� \W�*]KSQVOPIU�
8ITIKM��<PM�OZIL]IT�ZW\I\QWV�\ISM[�IXXZW`QUI\MTa����UQV]\M[�\W�KWUXTM\M�
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Roupell Street
Lambeth, SE1 8TB

Close to Waterloo Road and Station, Roupell Street is a pocket of  London where time seems to have 
stood still since the 19th century. The street has featured in many movies and TV shows, from Call The 
5QL_QNM�IVL�5Z�;MTNZQLOM�\W�4MOMVL��[\IZZQVO�<WU�0IZLa��\PIVS[�\W�Q\[�PQ[\WZQKIT�IUJQMVKM�

This area was developed on marshland on the south side of  the River Thames in the mid 1820s 
Ja�2WPV�8ITUMZ�:W]XMTT��I�OWTL�ZMÅVMZ��<PM�[\ZMM\�[]Z^Q^ML�\PM�4WVLWV�*TQ\b�IVL�UIVIOML�\W�I^WQL�
redevelopment. It is now a conservation area so its charm and historical relevance will be preserved 
and protected.
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5WVUW]\P�+WٺMM
2 Park St, SE1 9AB

5WVUW]\P�+WٺMM�[PWX�QV�*WZW]OP�5IZSM\�WN\MV�PI[�TWVO�Y]M]M[�[\ZM\KPQVO�IZW]VL�\PM�JTWKS��<PM�
KWٺMM�Q[�NIV\I[\QK�IVL�\PQ[�Q[�\PM�XMZNMK\�XTIKM�\W�ZMN]MT�_PQTM�[\ZWTTQVO�\PZW]OP�\PM�UIZSM\�

7VM�WN �4WVLWV¼[�WZQOQVIT�IVL�VW_�UW[\�ZM^MZML�KWٺMM�[XMKQITQ[\[��5WVUW]\P�QUXWZ\�I�_QLM�^IZQM\a�WN �
[QVOTM�WZQOQV�KWٺMM�JMIV[�NZWU�NIZU[��M[\I\M[�IVL�KWWXMZI\Q^M[�
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Bao
13 Stoney Street, SE1 9AD

Bao is inspired by the late-night grill bars in Asia and is located on the edge of  the food mecca that is 
Borough Market. These famed bun masters feature a menu with ingredients selected from the market. 
Bao are delicious warm, sweet, steamed bread rolls with a soft, pillowy texture and either a meat or 
^MOM\IJTM�ÅTTQVO�

The non-alcoholic fruit juice and iced tea options on the menu are extensive and pay homage to the 
ZM[\I]ZIV\¼[�)[QIV�QVÆ]MVKM[��)TKWPWT�Q[�IT[W�I^IQTIJTM��*IW�Q[�UQVQUIT�IVL�KI[]IT�QV�[\aTM�IVL�NMI\]ZM[�
The Bao KTV room for vivacious karaoke evenings with your friends.
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Neal’s Yard Dairy
Borough Market, , SE1 9AR

Founded in Covent Garden in 1979 by Randolph Hodgson, Neal’s Yard Dairy is an artisanal cheese 
ZM\IQTMZ�WٺMZQVO�[WUM�WN �\PM�JM[\�KPMM[M[�XZWL]KML�QV�\PM�=3�IVL�1ZMTIVL��<PM�[\WZM�Q[�[M\�_Q\PQV�IV�
old warehouse in Borough Market and exudes atmosphere with its high ceilings, industrial style and 
bustling ambience.

<PM� [\Iٺ� PMZM� IZM� J]Z[\QVO�_Q\P� SVW_TMLOM� IVL� aW]� PI^M� \PM� WXXWZ\]VQ\a� \W� [IUXTM�UIVa� WN � \PM�
KPMM[M[�WV�WٺMZ��5IVa�WN �\PM�KPMM[M[�IZM�IOML�QV�6MIT¼[�AIZL�,IQZa¼[�UI\]ZQVO�ZWWU[�]VLMZ�\PM�JZQKS�
railway arches of  Bermondsey.
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Park Street
Borough Market, , SE1 9AR

8IZS�;\ZMM\�Wٺ�*WZW]OP�5IZSM\�Q[�I�PQ[\WZQK�TIVM�\PI\�PI[�JMMV�PWUM�\W�XTIaPW][M[��\I^MZV[�IVL�JZW\PMT[�
over the years, giving it a reputation that led, at one time, to it being called Dirty Lane. Many of  the 
early Victorian houses still survive today and are now home to boutiques, like Paul Smith.

<PMa�IT[W�XZW^QLML�\PM�JIKSLZWX�NWZ�\PM�X]JTQKQ\a�IZ\_WZS�WN �\PM�ÅTU�4WKS��;\WKS�IVL�<_W�;UWSQVO�
Barrels.
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The Thomas Cubitt
44 Elizabeth St, Belgravia, SW1W 9PA

The Thomas Cubitt is a popular gastropub on the beautiful Elizabeth Street in Belgravia. Surrounded 
Ja� QVLMXMVLMV\� JW]\QY]M[� _Q\P� KZMI\Q^M� NIKILM[�� \PM� X]J� WٺMZ[� K][\WUMZ[� I� UWZM� ]XUIZSM\� X]J�
experience. In the summer months, the front doors open wide and customers can eat al fresco.

1V�\PM�_QV\MZ��KW[a�ZWIZQVO�ÅZM[�KZMI\M�I�KW]V\Za�PW][M�QUXZM[[QWV�QV�ZWWU[�VIUML�\PM�)\ZQ]U��,QVQVO�
Room and Drawing Room.
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The Globe
21 New Globe Walk, SE1 9DT

Shakespeare’s Globe is a world-renowned performing arts venue, cultural attraction and education 
centre located on the bank of  the River Thames in Southwark. The theatre is a reconstruction of  the 
original Elizabethan playhouse for which William Shakespeare wrote his plays.

<PM�WZQOQVIT�\PMI\ZM�_I[�J]QT\�KTW[M�\W�\PQ[�TWKI\QWV�QV���!!��<WLIa�<PM�/TWJM�PW[\[�_WZTL�ZMVW_VML�
productions.
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Millennium Bridge
Thames Embankment, SE1 9JE

The Millennium Bridge or the London Millennium Footbridge is a steel suspension bridge that crosses 
the River Thames in London, linking Bankside with the City of  London. With picturesque views of  
St.Paul’s Cathedral in one direction and The Tate Modern in the other, this is a scenic crossing point.

1VQ\QITTa�WXMVQVO�QV�������4WVLWVMZ[�VQKSVIUML�Q\�\PM�¹?WJJTa�*ZQLOMº�IN\MZ�XMLM[\ZQIV[�M`XMZQMVKML�
I�[QOVQÅKIV\�[_IaQVO�UW\QWV�WV�Q\[�WXMVQVO�LIa��<PM�JZQLOM�_I[�KTW[ML�TI\MZ�\PI\�LIa�NWZ�ITUW[\�\_W�
aMIZ[�[W�\PI\�UWLQÅKI\QWV[�KW]TL�JM�UILM�\W�SMMX�\PM�JZQLOM�[\IJTM��1\�ZMWXMVML�QV�.MJZ]IZa������IVL�
WٺMZ[�[WUM�WN �\PM�JM[\�^QM_[�WN �4WVLWV¼[�UW[\�NIUW][�TIVLUIZS[�
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Gabriel’s Wharf  and Beach
Thames Beach, GV5Q 8V

Gabriel’s Wharf  on the South Bank is an enclave of  design-led shopping, cafés and restaurants which 
enjoys fabulous views of  the River Thames. A stone’s throw from the Tate Modern and Globe Theatre, 
it is also situated next to London’s mini beach which emerges at low tide.

The golden sand can be reached by stairs down from the embankment and is a popular spot with 
families.
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The South Bank
South Bank, SE1 9PP

For the simple pleasure of  a pint with a view or a big-ticket experience, you can’t go far wrong with 
London’s South Bank as your starting point. Stroll along the walkways and rub shoulders with the River 
Thames or train your eyes above the skyline and spot the pods of  the London Eye gradually ambling 
round.

+]T\]ZM�J]ٺ[�_QTT�JM�QV�\PMQZ�MTMUMV\��_Q\P�\PMI\ZM��ÅTU�IVL�IZ\�ITT�M`KMTTMV\Ta�KI\MZML�NWZ�
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The Shard
32 Bridge Street, SE1 9SG

Splintering the London skyline, The Shard shoots skywards from its luxe postcode in London Bridge. 
*]\�Q\¼[�VW\�R][\�NWZ�[PW_��QV[QLM�aW]¼TT�ÅVL�[WUM�WN �\PM�UW[\�M`KQ\QVO�ZM[\I]ZIV\[��JIZ[�IVL�M^MV\�[XIKM[��
as well as the highest viewing gallery in all of  London.

Taking inspiration from the spires of  London churches and the masts of  Insta ships depicted by the 
18th-century Venetian painter Canaletto, architect Renzo Piano designed The Shard as a spire-like 
[K]TX\]ZM�MUMZOQVO�NZWU�\PM�:Q^MZ�<PIUM[��<PM�;PIVOZQ�4I�PW\MT�_Q\PQV�<PM�;PIZL�WٺMZ[�[XMK\IK]TIZ�
views for those upgrading their visit to an overnight stay.
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Tate Modern
Bankside, SE1 9TG

<I\M�5WLMZV�Q[�I�OITTMZa�\PI\�LWM[�_PI\�Q\�[Ia[�WV�\PM�\QV��M^MV�LW_V�\W�ÅVLQVO�Q\[�PWUM�QV�I�NWZUMZ�
riverside power station – an icon of  development and hallmark of  modern times. Inside its prestigious 
LWWZ[��aW]¼TT�ÅVL�IV�QV[XQZQVO�KWTTMK\QWV�WN �KWV\MUXWZIZa�IZ\_WZS[�QV�]VQY]M�OITTMZQM[�[XZMIL�IKZW[[�
U]T\QXTM�ÆWWZ[�

<PM�TQSM[�WN �8QKI[[W�IVL�?IZPWT�UISM�ÅZU�NI^W]ZQ\M[��_PQTM�M^MV\[�MVZQKP�\PM�M`XMZQMVKM�
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Houses of  Parliament
Westminster, SW1A 0AA

Welcome to Westminster, the political heartland of  the city and home to landmarks including Big Ben 
and the London Eye. The Houses of  Parliament are a high expression of  Victorian Gothic architecture, 
which serves to dignify the important proceedings within.

Majestic from the outside, you can also venture in with a guided tour on selected dates. Complete the 
day with a walk around the lake at St James’s Park nearby.
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St James’s Park
Marlborough Rd, SW1A 2BJ

Dedicated to and named after James the Less, St James’s Park is the oldest of  London’s eight Royal 
8IZS[��7VKM�I�TMXMZ�PW[XQ\IT�NWZ�_WUMV��Q\�VW_�[Q\[�WV����IKZM[�WN �XZQUM�+MV\ZIT�4WVLWV�ZMIT�M[\I\M�
a stone’s throw from Buckingham Palace. To walk around St James’s is a photographer’s dream, with 
animal life in abundance, manicured landscapes and famous architecture to observe.

To gain a broader view of  iconic London, stand on the park’s Blue Bridge on a clear day and you’ll 
enjoy a sweeping panorama from Big Ben in the east across the verdant park to Buckingham Palace 
in the west.
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The Orange
39 Pimlico Rd, Belgravia, SW1W 8NE

Minutes from Sloane Square and the King’s Road is the beautifully restored The Orange. With lots of  
natural light and a stripped back interior, it is regularly abuzz with a crowd of  young locals. The menu 
NMI\]ZM[�_WWL�ÅZML�XQbbI[��KTI[[QK�*ZQ\Q[P�IVL�[MI[WVIT��UWLMZV�-]ZWXMIV�LQ[PM[�

Located on Pimlico Road in Belgravia, the pub was formerly a brewery and is now set out over four 
]VQY]MTa�LM[QOVML�ÆWWZ[��=X[\IQZ[��\PM�UWZM�NWZUIT�LQVQVO�ZWWU[�PI^M�^QM_[�W^MZ�7ZIVOM�;Y]IZM�IVL�
the hotel bedrooms are elegantly designed.
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Knightsbridge
Brompton Rd, London SW1X 7XL

Well groomed with its swanky department stores and grand Victorian architecture, Knightsbridge is an 
alluring part of  London’s West End. This is an area where the serious shopping crowd dedicate much 
WN �\PMQZ�\QUM��ÆWI\QVO�\PZW]OP�0IZZWL[�TWWSQVO�NWZ�\PM�TI\M[\�>ITMV\QVW�WZ�8ZILI�LM[QOV[�IVL�UQVOTQVO�
in trendy restaurants.

Leafy garden squares punctuate the streets, providing breathing space from the hustle and bustle. 
Knightsbridge borders Hyde Park and Belgravia in the Borough of  Kensington and Chelsea and is a 
honey pot for tourists, with the V&A Museum and the London Oratory being high on the list of  places 
to visit.
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Whitehall
Horse Guards Parade, Whitehall, SW1A 2AX

Most famously known for the government buildings that stand along its length, Whitehall runs between 
Parliament Square and Trafalgar Square in the City of  Westminster, playing host to the Ministry of  
,MNMVKM��\PM�+IJQVM\�7ٻKM��,W_VQVO�;\ZMM\��IVL�0WZ[M�/]IZL[��?PQ\MPITT�Q[�[\MMXML�QV�PQ[\WZa�IVL�
\ISM[�Q\[�VIUM�NZWU�\PM�8ITIKM�WN �?PQ\MPITT��ZM[QLMVKM�WN �-VOTQ[P�UWVIZKP[�ZMQOVQVO�NZWU�),�����
to 1698.

As well as the government buildings, Whitehall is also home to several statues and monuments, including 
The Cenotaph war memorial, and Whitehall Theatre which is now known as the Trafalgar Studios.
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Pavilion Road
Pavilion Road, SW1X 0AX

Chelsea’s village-like street, Pavilion Road, is home to independent, artisan traders including a baker, 
J]\KPMZ��_QVM�UMZKPIV\��KPMM[MUWVOMZ��XIXMZ�[UQ\P�IVL�Å[PUWVOMZ�

Established fashion and beauty brands sit side by side with new emerging brands, all housed in red 
brick fronted shops. Draped bistro lighting illuminates the street perfectly as night falls for some alfresco 
dining.
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Hyde Park
Knightsbridge, SW1X 7LY

Formerly a hunting reserve for the upper echelons of  society before being opened to the public in the 
MIZTa���\P�KMV\]Za��0aLM�8IZS�Q[�\PM�TIZOM[\�:WaIT�8IZS�QV�KMV\ZIT�4WVLWV��XZW^QLQVO�UWZM�\PIV�����
acres of  much-loved greenery. A large curved lake is shared with Kensington Gardens and is used for 
skating in the winter and boating in the summer.

Speakers Corner, located near Marble Arch, is a renowned platform for free speech, debate and soapbox 
declamation frequented by many great orators throughout history. These include George Orwell, Karl 
Marx and Winston Churchill. Here, heckling as well as oratory have been turned into art forms.
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Mariage Frères
38 King Street, Covent Garden, WC2E 8JS

Mariage Frères is considered the world’s most exclusive purveyor of  luxury teas and is France’s oldest tea 
PW][M��1\[�ÅZ[\�\MI�MUXWZQ]U�QV�\PM�=3�Q[�PW][ML�QV�I�JMI]\QN]T�Å^M�[\WZMa�TQ[\ML�/MWZOQIV�\W_VPW][M�
on Covent Garden’s King Street.

MZQVO�\PM�TIZOM[\�KWTTMK\QWV�WNٺ7 �\MI[�QV�\PM�_WZTL��NZWU�^QV\IOM�IVL�ZIZM�\W�NZ]Q\�IVL�PMZJIT��\PM�=3�
ÆIO[PQX�[PW_KI[M[�I�[PWX��I�ZM[\I]ZIV\�[XMKQITQ[QVO�QV�\MI�OI[\ZWVWUa��I�\MI�U][M]U�IVL�\_W�XZQ^I\M�
event spaces.
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Covent Garden
The Apple Market, Covent Garden, WC2E 8RF

<PM�PQ[\WZQK�PWUM�WN �4WVLWV¼[�UW[\�NIUW][�ÆW_MZ�UIZSM\��[XZQVOQVO�NZWU�\PM�NMZ\QTM�XI[\�WN �+W^MV\�
Garden, is a rich tapestry of  the city’s best shopping, trend-setting places to rest and refuel, and 
unexpected live performances.

In true market style, wares from jewellery to chocolates, fragrance to fashion come together under one 
roof  to delight shoppers with the ultimate in luxury retail therapy.
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The Royal Opera House
Bow Street, Covent Garden, WC2E 9DD

The Royal Opera House is an architectural landmark in London, and home to some of  the world’s 
most famous opera and ballet performances. Situated in Covent Garden, the current building has been 
TIZOMTa�ZMKWV[\Z]K\ML�IN\MZ�[M^MZIT�ÅZM[�QV�\PM�� ��[�

<PM�UIOVQÅKMV\�8I]T�0IUTaV�0ITT��NWZUITTa�\PM�.TWZIT�0ITT��_Q\P�I�TQOP\�ÅTTML�OTI[[�IVL�QZWV�[\Z]K\]ZM��
Q[�VW_�I�ZM[\I]ZIV\�IVL�KPIUXIOVM�JIZ�WٺMZQVO�IV�I_M�QV[XQZQVO�[M\\QVO�QV�\PQ[�QUXZM[[Q^M�J]QTLQVO�
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Neal’s Yard
15 Neal’s Yard, WC2H 9DP

<PMZM¼[�VW�UQ[\ISQVO�6MIT¼[�AIZL��_PMZM�I�KIKWXPWVa�WN �LQٺMZMV\�KWTW]Z[��[XTI[PML�W^MZ�_QVLW_XIVM[�
and walls, parasols and plinths, give this corner of  the capital an appealing, bohemian feel.

<PM�XTIaN]T�P]M[�IZM�UI\KPML�Ja�IV�MY]ITTa�TQ^MTa�WٺMZQVO�I\�[\ZMM\�TM^MT��_Q\P�WXMV�IQZ�[MI\QVO�_ZIXXML�
around oil drum planters, characterful cafés spilling onto the pavements and, of  course, Neal’s Yard 
Remedies too.
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